PROBLEM SOLVED!
Ages 8-10, Grade 3 to 5, Kit Barcode: 33357004874925
- Learn about the environment and ways to protect it
- Develop imagination and problem solving skills
- Explore healthy eating habits
- Build confidence around creative thinking
Launchpads provide high-quality, ad-free learning apps.
100% secure, No risk of exposure to unintended content!

Here’s what’s included with “Problem Solved!” Launchpad
7 DAY LOAN and $1.00/day overdue fee / Kit Replacement Cost: $125 + $5 processing fee

LAUNCHPAD

AC ADAPTER

USB CHARGER

See back for a description of apps on this device.
This S.T.E.A.M. kit was created by a generous donation from
J L Business Interiors, Inc. (December 2016)

“Problem Solved!” Launchpad contains the following apps:
Flappy Blockhead - Craft Flyer - Flap and fly your Flappy Blockhead into a craft-inspired world with 4 different
scenes. Choose from 4 Blockheads and tap to flap your wings and fly, but make sure to dodge the block pipes
and the creepers. Easy to pick up and play, but beware - its difficult to put down!
Doctor's Office Kids Care - Have you ever wanted to become a doctor, nurse, or surgeon? Grab your stethoscope, blood pressure machine, x-ray machines, or any one of a medley of fun doctor tools, and take charge
at the emergency clinic!
Healthy Heroes 2: My Plate for Kids - Healthy Heroes 2 teaches kids about balanced meals using the USDAs
ChooseMyPlate.gov model. Eating healthy is always a challenge, even for grown-ups! Queen Ignorantia has
meddled in the Yogome world once more by sending her robotic henchmen to steal away the good stuff,
leaving the healthy monsters feeling sick and out of sorts.
Math Heroes 2 - The evil Queen Ignorantia has stolen away the 7 ancient wonders of the world, and it's up to
the spunky brother-sister duo of Razzle and Dazzle to chase her across time in their multiplication-powered
time travel machine. Players have to help the two intrepid time spelunkers determine where and when to go
to recover each of the 7 wonders by following clues and tackling a variety of math traps and puzzles. The difficulty of puzzles increases as players "level up." Stages are designed to build up problem-solving confidence
one step at a time.
Mahjong Farm Style - Match two tiles to clear them from the deck. You can only match tiles that are on top
of a stack.
Pettson's Inventions 2 - Help old man Pettson and his cat Findus build their amazing inventions! Which of the
objects should be included and where do they fit in the machinery? Drag and drop the parts to their right
spot and watch the invention go! As usual, a secret waits to be unlocked for those who manage to complete
everything. A fun and pedagogic app that teaches logic and stimulates creativity for children of all ages.
Pool Fun - Amazing pool game with 45 different levels! Shoot all the red balls into the pockets using your finger to tap and control the angle. Release and tap again to shoot.
Sea Battle - Amazing and fun battle game. Arrange your ships and then shoot your opponents fleet with torpedoes, triple bombs or an airstrike from the sky. Get cool rewards when finding treasures. Continue until
your opponents fleet has been sunk and defend your pride as a captain at war.
Ansel and Clair: Green Island - You have just inherited an undeveloped island and you are tasked with creating an environmentally green sanctuary by planting trees, cleaning up garbage, helping animals, and more.
This educational and entertaining app lets you experience how changes around your island (the development
of cities on the mainland and manufacturing plants on a neighboring island) can still impact you, and teaches
what can be done to reduce the effects of pollutants on our environment.
Blox 3D World - Blox 3D World Creator lets kids create beautiful worlds with simple taps, from giant windmills to craggy castles and desert islands teeming with life.

